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This article reports on an investigation of student understanding of the concept of time in special
relativity. A series of research tasks are discussed that illustrate, step-by-step, how student reasoning
of fundamental concepts of relativity was probed. The results indicate that after standard instruction
students at all academic levels have serious difficulties with the relativity of simultaneity and with
the role of observers in inertial reference frames. Evidence is presented that suggests many students
construct a conceptual framework in which the ideas of absolute simultaneity and the relativity of
simultaneity harmoniously co-exist. ©2001 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is growing national interest in increasing the ex
sure of students in introductory courses to modern phy
topics, such as relativity. Proponents of enlarging the sc
of the curriculum argue that in the beginning of the 21
century the content of introductory classes should refl
some of the major intellectual breakthroughs of the 20th c
tury. Others hold that the list of topics that must be cove
is already too daunting. Physics education research can
a pivotal role in this debate. Whether students first encou
modern physics concepts at the introductory level or in
vanced courses, it is important to identify what students
and cannot do after instruction and what steps can be ta
to help deepen their understanding of the material. In ad
tion, analyzing the ways in which students undergo the tr
sition between understanding phenomena to which they h
immediate access and understanding phenomena that lie
side their everyday experience can help us identify reaso
skills that are needed for the study of advanced topics.

Over the last five years, the Physics Education Group
the University of Washington has been investigating stud
understanding of key ideas in Galilean, special, and gen
relativistic kinematics. Extensive research has already b
conducted on student understanding of nonrelativistic ki
matics in the laboratory frame.1 We wanted to expand thi
research base to relativity in order to provide a guide for
development of instructional materials by ourselves a
others.2,3

This article reports on an investigation of student und
standing of time in special relativity. A major purpose is
identify and characterize the conceptual and reasoning d
culties that students at all levels encounter in their study
special relativity. The emphasis is on the relativity of sim
taneity and the role of reference frames. We found that, a
instruction, many students are unable to determine the t
at which an event occurs, recognize the equivalence of
servers at rest relative to one another, or apply the defini
of simultaneity. We illustrate the process through which
gradually obtained a detailed picture of student thinking
the design and successive refinement of a set of rese
tasks.

II. PRIOR RESEARCH

There is currently only a small body of research on stud
understanding of relativity, mostly in Galilean contexts~in
S24 Phys. Educ. Res., Am. J. Phys. Suppl.69 ~7!, July 2001 http://ojp
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particular, relative motion!. In many cases, the research tas
used ~e.g., multiple-choice questions or single questio
given to a small number of students! do not provide the kinds
of insights that are necessary to understand the preva
modes of student reasoning and to develop effective inst
tional strategies. We review salient results from relevant
vestigations.

Galilean relativity: Investigations of physics undergradu
ates in India have identified the belief that reference fram
have limited physical extent. Studies by Panseet al. and Ra-
madaset al. suggest that, for many students, frames of r
erence have limited physical extent. Students claim tha
body can ‘‘emerge’’ from the reference frame of an object
leaving the vicinity of the object~e.g., ‘‘a ball can be thrown
to ‘go outside’ a reference frame’’!.4

An investigation by Saltiel and Malgrange has identifi
difficulties with relative motion among 11-year-old childre
and first- and fourth-year university students in France.5 The
three groups showed little difference in error rates to writ
questions. Many students tended to identify an object’s m
tion as intrinsic, not a quantity that is measured relative t
reference frame. Students tended to make a distinction
tween ‘‘real’’ motion, which has a dynamical cause, a
‘‘apparent’’ motion, which is ‘‘an optical illusion, devoid o
any physical reality.’’

Special relativity: Villani and Pacca have demonstrate
that university students’ reasoning in relativistic contexts
similar to that observed by Saltiel and Malgrange in Galile
contexts.6 A case study by Hewson with a physics gradua
student illustrated the importance of ‘‘metaphysical belief
~e.g., time is absolute! to his understanding of specia
relativity.7 The student in the study classified certain relat
istic effects~including length contraction! as distortions of
perception. Posneret al. report similar results in interviews
with introductory students and their instructors.8

O’Brien Pride has conducted interviews and administe
early versions of some of the research tasks described he
which university students appear to believe that the orde
events depends on observer location.9 Her results provided
impetus for the investigation detailed in this paper.

III. FOCUS OF THE RESEARCH

A major goal of the investigation was to determine t
extent to which students, after instruction, are able to ap
S24s.aip.org/ajp/ © 2001 American Association of Physics Teachers
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basic ideas of special relativity to simple physical situatio
The context is one spatial dimension. The concepts pro
are summarized below.

The construct of areference frameis at the heart of rela-
tive motion. Most courses in special relativity begin with
discussion of a reference frame as a system of observer~or
devices! by which the positions and times of events are d
termined. Understanding the concept of a reference fra
forms the foundation for understanding any topic in spec
relativity. It provides the basis for the determination of
kinematical~and other physical! quantities and serves as th
framework for relating measurements made by different
servers. The concept of a reference frame presuppose
understanding of more basic measurement procedures.
clarity in the discussion that follows, we review some of t
operational definitions associated with reference frames,
the determination of the position and time of an event a
the conditions under which two events are simultaneous10

An event in special relativity is associated with asingle
location in space and asingleinstant in time. Theposition of
an eventis defined to be the coordinate label on a rigid ru
at the location of the event. The ruler is envisioned to exte
indefinitely from some chosen origin.11 The time of an event
is most naturally defined as the reading on a clock locate
the event’s position at the instant at which the event occ
The rulers and clocks used by any observer are at rest
tive to the observer.

All observers in special relativity are assumed to be ‘‘
telligent observers’’ who use synchronized clocks. To de
mine the time of a distant event, an observer corrects for
travel time of a signal originating at the event.12,13 Inertial
observers at rest relative to one another determine the s
positions and times for events~and hence the same relativ
ordering of events!. Such observers are said to bein the same
reference frame.14

Events are defined to besimultaneousin a given frame if
their corresponding time readings are identical, accordin
the definition of the time of an event discussed above
judgment of the simultaneity of widely separated events n
essarily includes an appropriate definition of the time o
distant event.15 The invariance of the speed of light has
inevitable and unsettling implication. Two events at differe
locations that occur at the same time in a given frame are
simultaneous in any other frame.

The relativity of simultaneity is among the key results
special relativity and one that is particularly difficult t
grasp, as evidenced by the numerous ‘‘paradoxes’’ that a
from it. It is not reasonable to expect that students~even
those facile with mathematical formalism! will master all the
intricacies of the counterintuitive results that follow from th
operational definition of simultaneity. In this study, we co
sidered a meaningful understanding of relativistic simulta
ity to include the ability to identify relevant events, to dete
mine the time at which an event occurs~by correcting for
signal travel time!, and to recognize that the time interv
between two events is not invariant but depends on the
erence frame. Other aspects of student ideas about time
reference frames are not discussed~e.g., synchronization o
clocks in relative motion, spatial measurements, differen
between inertial and noninertial frames!.

IV. OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH

This investigation was conducted over the last five year
the University of Washington and at two other large resea
S25 Phys. Educ. Res., Am. J. Phys. Suppl., Vol. 69, No. 7, July 2
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universities. Fourteen instructors at our university and o
faculty member at each of the other universities have co
erated with the Physics Education Group in this study.

A. Student populations

Most of the research was conducted at the University
Washington in courses that include special relativity. T
study has involved about 800 students from about 30 s
tions of various courses. The populations include: no
physics students~in the descriptive course for non-majors!;
introductory students~in the introductory calculus-base
honors course and in the sophomore-level course on mo
physics!; students in the junior-level courses on electric
and magnetism and relativity and gravitation; and student
our upper-division course for prospective high school ph
ics teachers.16 We also present results from physics gradu
students at the University of Washington who participated
interviews and others who were given a written question
a graduate qualifying examination. In addition, the investig
tion includes students in the honors section of the calcu
based course at one of the other research universities
advanced undergraduate students from the other collab
ing university. We found that student performance from
three universities was similar. The results, therefore, h
been combined for corresponding classes.17

B. Research methods

The research was conducted through the analysis of
dent responses to written questions and the analysis of in
views with individual students. The written questions we
posed on course examinations and on ungraded prob
given during class.18 In some classes the questions were a
ministered before instruction on the relevant concepts;
other classes, the questions were administered after ins
tion. Except where otherwise noted, no class was given
same question twice.

The one-hour interviews were conducted with voluntee
who were primarily first-year physics graduate students. S
eral advanced undergraduate students and a few adva
graduate students also participated. In the interviews,
were able to probe student thinking in greater depth tha
possible with short written questions. The interviews we
audiotaped or videotaped and transcribed for later analy

C. Research tasks

To obtain an increasingly deeper understanding of h
students apply the concepts of simultaneity and refere
frame, we used variants of three questions: theSpacecraft
question~four versions!, the Explosionsquestion, and the
Seismologistquestion. All involve two observers with a
given relative motion. Students are told the time ordering
the events for one observer and asked about the time or
ing of the events for the second observer.19 These questions
and their solutions are described below.

1. Spacecraft question

Results from four versions of theSpacecraftquestion are
discussed in this paper. All involve two volcanoes, M
Rainier and Mt. Hood, that erupt simultaneously accord
to an observer at rest on the ground, midway between
volcanoes.20 A spacecraft moves at a given relativistic velo
S25001 Scherr, Shaffer, and Vokos
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ity from Mt. Rainier to Mt. Hood.21 Students are asked que
tions that probe their beliefs about the order of the erupti
in the moving frame.

A correct answer to all versions can be obtained by qu
tative or quantitative reasoning or from a spacetime diagr
The following is an example of a qualitative argument th
we would have accepted as correct.22 In the spacecraft frame
light from the two eruptions moves outward at the speed
light in spherical wavefronts from two points that are statio
ary. In that frame, the observer on the ground, who rece
both signals simultaneously, is moving backward~i.e., in the
direction of an arrow pointing from the front of the spac
craft toward the rear!. According to the spacecraft observe
the ground-based observer is closer to the center of the s
from Mt. Rainier at the instant that observer receives b
signals. The spacecraft observer therefore concludes tha
Hood erupted first since its signal travels farther in order
reach the ground-based observer at the same time as th
nal from Mt. Rainier.

A correct answer can also be obtained using
Lorentz transformation for time:dt85g(dt2vdx/c2),
g5(12v2/c2)21/2. In this context, dt85tH8 2tR8 and dt
5tH2tR are the elapsed times between the eruptions
Hood and Rainier in the spacecraft frame and the gro
frame, respectively,v is the velocity of the spacecraft rela
tive to the ground, anddx5xH2xR is the spatial coordinate
separation between the eruptions in the ground frame.23 Tak-
ing the positive direction to be directed from Rainier
Hood, thenv.0 and dx.0. Since dt50 ~simultaneous
eruptions in the ground frame!, thendt8,0.

2. Explosions question

The Explosionsquestion is the converse of theSpacecraft
question. Students are told that two events occur at diffe
times in a given frame and are asked if there is another fra
in which the events are simultaneous.

In the Explosionsquestion, an explosion occurs at ea
end of a landing strip with a proper length of 3000 m. In t
frame of an engineer at rest on the strip, the explosion at
right end occurs a timecdt51200 m after the explosion o
the left end.@In some variations, students were given a tim
of dt5(1200 m)/c54 ms. The conversion seemed to prese
no difficulty.# Students are asked whether there is a frame
which the explosions are simultaneous, and, if so, to de
mine the relative velocity of that frame.

A correct answer can be found through use of the Lore
transformations.24 The spatial separation between the exp
sions (dx) is 3000 m and the time separation (cdt) is
1200 m. Thus the time duration between the explosi
(cdt8) is zero in a frame that moves from left to right wit
speed 0.4c.

3. Seismologist question

TheSeismologistquestion probes student understanding
reference frames and simultaneity within a single refere
frame. The context is similar to that of theSpacecraftques-
tion: two volcanoes, Mt. Rainier and Mt. Hood, sudden
erupt and a seismologist at rest midway between them
the eruptions at the same instant. TheSeismologistquestion
differs from theSpacecraftquestion in that the second ob
server~the ‘‘assistant’’! is not moving, but remains at res
relative to the ground at the base of Mt. Rainier. Students
S26 Phys. Educ. Res., Am. J. Phys. Suppl., Vol. 69, No. 7, July 2
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asked whether Mt. Rainier erupts before, after, or at the sa
instant as Mt. Hood in the reference frame of the assista

To answer theSeismologistquestion correctly, student
must be able to apply the definition of simultaneity and u
derstand the role of a reference frame in establishing a c
mon time coordinate for observers at rest relative to o
another. Since the seismologist and the assistant are in
same reference frame, they obtain the same answer for
order of the eruptions. Since the seismologist is equidis
from the mountains, the signal travel times are the sa
Therefore, the eruptions occurred at the same time in
frame of the seismologist and the assistant.

4. Commentary

At each stage of our study, we tried to determine whet
student responses truly reflected their understanding of
material. For instance, we wanted to determine the exten
which specific difficulties are linguistic or conceptual and t
extent to which mistaken beliefs are easily addressed
deeply held. To this end, we continually refined the resea
tasks. Results from earlier tasks guided us in designing n
questions that would enable us to probe student think
more thoroughly.

V. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF STUDENT
UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONCEPTS OF
SIMULTANTEITY AND REFERENCE FRAMES

Our preliminary investigation of student understanding
special relativity was based on two versions of theSpace-
craft question: anundirectedand adirectedversion. The two
versions and the results from each are described below.

A. Failure to recognize spontaneously that simultaneity
is relative

We refer to the first version of theSpacecraftquestion as
undirected. We were interested in finding out whether or n
students would recognize, without prompting, that simul
neity is relative and, if not, the degree of prompting that
necessary for them to apply the relativity of simultaneity.

Spacecraft question: Undirected version. The students
were asked to draw spacetime diagrams for both the gro
and spacecraft frames. They were told to show the vo
noes, the spacecraft, and the eruption events. They were
asked explicitly whether the eruption events are simu
neous in the spacecraft frame. Rather, we inferred their id
indirectly from their diagrams.

We administered thisundirectedversion as an interview
task to 7 graduate students and later to 20 advanced un
graduate students enrolled in a course in special and gen
relativity. All the graduate students had had undergradu
instruction in special relativity and were studying relativis
kinematics, dynamics, and electromagnetism in th
graduate-level electricity and magnetism course at the t
of the interviews. The undergraduates had completed inst
tion on the relativity of simultaneity. All had worked with
spacetime diagrams in their current or previous courses.

All the graduate students correctly drew the worldlines
each object in the spacetime diagram for each frame. H
ever, only one recognized spontaneously the relativity of
multaneity in this context. All the others indicated on the
spacetime diagrams and in their verbal explanations that
two eruptions had identical vertical~time! coordinates in the
ground frameand identical time coordinates in the spacecra
S26001 Scherr, Shaffer, and Vokos



Fig. 1. Spacetime diagrams for the first~undirected! version of theSpacecraftquestion.~a! Correct diagram for the ground frame.~b! Correct diagram for the
spacecraft frame.~c! Typical incorrect diagram for the spacecraft frame drawn by students.
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frame. ~See Fig. 1 for examples of correct and incorre
spacetime diagrams.! The results from the undergraduate s
dents were similar. All drew spacetime diagrams that
cluded the correct features except that about 85% den
the eruption events as simultaneous in both frames. Som
the difficulty may have been related to a lack of facility
relating spacetime diagrams for two frames. Nonetheless
majority of the students failed to recognize spontaneou
that simultaneity is relative and to draw their diagrams
propriately.

The relativity of simultaneity is arguably the central res
of relativistic kinematics and a key consequence of the L
entz transformations. The fact that advanced students do
apply this idea spontaneously is a matter of concern. On
other hand, the fact that the time order of events is fram
dependent is among the most counterintuitive ideas in s
cial relativity. We wondered whether students might ap
the relativity of simultaneity if prompted explicitly to do so

B. Failure to apply spontaneously the formalism of a
reference frame in determining the time of an event

We decided to develop a new version of theSpacecraft
question that would be more directive than the first. T
version was written in collaboration with the course instru
tor. The terminology was identical to that used in class.

Spacecraft question: Directed version.In thedirectedver-
sion of theSpacecraftquestion, students are asked explici
whether, in the reference frame of the spacecraft, Mt. Rai
erupts before, after, or at the same time as Mt. Hood. T
are also asked to find the time between the eruptions.

We administered thisdirected version of theSpacecraft
question to 49 students on an examination in an introduc
honors calculus-based physics class. The students had
pleted the study of the relevant material. All students
swered that the eruptions are not simultaneous in the sp
craft frame. ~Very few students had done so on th
undirected version.! However, only about 45% gave the co
rect time ordering~Hood erupts first in the spacecraft fram!
with correct reasoning.25 About 25% of the students gave th
correct time order of events but used incomplete reasonin
support their answers. About 25% of the class gave the
verse time ordering.
S27 Phys. Educ. Res., Am. J. Phys. Suppl., Vol. 69, No. 7, July 2
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Essentially all of the students who gave a correct ans
with incomplete reasoning answered in a similar way. T
responses below are typical.

‘‘Mt. Hood erupted first because the spacecraft is
moving towards it, so the wavefront of the erup-
tion of Mt. Hood will reach the craft first.’’~in-
troductory student!

‘‘Hood first, because the spacecraft will encoun-
ter those wavefronts first.’’~introductory stu-
dent!

We categorize the reasoning given by these student
incomplete since these students describe only the orde
which the signals from the distant events reach the spa
craft. They make no explicit mention of the relative veloci
or the relativity of simultaneity. The sequence in which t
signals are received does not provide enough informatio
determine the time ordering of the eruption events. Differ
choices of observer location result in different reception
ders and some students might have obtained the correc
swer by a fortuitous choice of observer location~e.g., half-
way between the two volcanoes!. We started to suspect th
presence of incorrect ideas when we realized that most of
remaining students~about 25%! seemed to have made a di
ferent assumption about the spacecraft location. These
dents obtained the opposite answer for the time ordering
the events but gave explanations similar to those illustra
above. The following response was typical.

‘‘The observer will witness Mt. Rainier erupting
first because they are directly over Rainier when
the explosion happens, so the light from the ex-
plosion has less distance to travel than the light
from Mt. Hood’s explosion.’’~introductory stu-
dent!

Several students regarded both the velocity and positio
the spacecraft as important in the time ordering of the er
tion events. However, like the students above, they focu
on the reception of the light signals by the observer. Th
did not treat relative motion as the determining feature o
reference frame but as a factor that complicates the calc
tion of the time at which the observer receives the sign
One student claimed necessary information was miss
from the problem statement.
S27001 Scherr, Shaffer, and Vokos
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‘‘It would depend on where the spacecraft was
when the first explosion occurs. If it is close
enough to Hood that the distance between the
ship and Hood plus the distance the ship travels
while the light is en route, then it sees Hood
explode first.’’ ~introductory student!

The students quoted above all failed to treat the space
observer as representative of a class of observers, all mo
with the same velocity. They seemed to interpret the time
an event as an observer-~not frame-! dependent quantity
These results suggest that students, on their own, fail to
ply the formalism of reference frames~i.e., a system of
clocks and rods! in defining the time of an event.

C. Commentary

The versions of theSpacecraftquestion used in the pre
liminary investigation are similar to many end-of-chap
questions on relativistic simultaneity. Students are told t
two events are simultaneous in one frame~S! and asked
about the time order of the events in another frame (S8) that
moves relative to the first with a given velocity.

In the context of theSpacecraftquestion, we found tha
many students fail to apply spontaneously the relativity
simultaneity. When prompted to think explicitly about th
order of the events, essentially all students state that
events are not simultaneous in the spacecraft frame. H
ever, most reason incorrectly. They tend to focus on the r
tive positionof the spacecraft and volcanoes and fail to re
ognize that the relativevelocitydetermines the time order o
the eruptions in the spacecraft frame.

The results from the undirected and directed versions
the Spacecraftquestion suggested the presence of seri
conceptual and reasoning difficulties with basic concepts
special relativity. We considered, however, the possibi
that student responses did not reflect what students act
thought. We needed to probe more deeply into the natur
their conceptions of time, simultaneity, and reference fram

VI. DETAILED INVESTIGATION OF STUDENT
UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONCEPTS OF TIME,
SIMULTANEITY, AND REFERENCE FRAMES

This section is divided into three interrelated and inter
pendent parts. Part A deals primarily with a prevalent a
persistent student interpretation of simultaneity that
observer-dependent. Many students believe that the time
der of distant events is determined by the time order in wh
signals from the events are perceived by an observer. Pa
presents evidence that many students have a deeply hel
derlying belief that simultaneity is absolute. Part B also d
scribes how students often attempt to reconcile these
contradictory beliefs with each other and with what th
have been taught about the relativity of simultaneity. Stud
interpretations and beliefs about simultaneity described
parts A and B have direct implications on student und
standing of the role of an observer in a given frame. Part C
devoted to an exploration of student beliefs about the c
cept of a reference frame.

A. Belief that events are simultaneous if an observer
receives signals from the events at the same instant

We decided that theSpacecraftquestion would be a bette
probe of student thinking about simultaneity if two chang
were made:~1! specifying not only the velocity but also
S28 Phys. Educ. Res., Am. J. Phys. Suppl., Vol. 69, No. 7, July 2
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location for the moving observer and~2! rewording the ques-
tion to describe the eruptions as spacetime events. By ch
ing the observer location appropriately, we sought to dis
guish between students who obtained a correct answer
correct reasons and those who thought the observer’s l
tion affects the time ordering of the events. By describing
eruptions as events, we tried to make clear to students
the time interval of interest is not that between the recept
of the light signals by the moving observer, but rather th
between the emission of the signals by the volcanoes.

Spacecraft question: Location-specific version.In the third
~location-specific! version of theSpacecraftquestion, stu-
dents are told that the spacecraft, which is flying from M
Rainier to Mt. Hood, is over Mt. Rainier at the instant M
Rainier erupts. The eruption events, which are simultane
in the ground frame, are explicitly labeled as Event 1~Mt.
Rainier erupts! and Event 2~Mt. Hood erupts!. Students are
to determine whether, in the reference frame of the spa
craft, Event 1 occurs before, after, or at the same time
Event 2.~See Fig. 2.!

Table I summarizes the results of the location-spec
Spacecraftquestion, which was administered as an ungrad
written question to non-physics students, introductory s
dents, and advanced undergraduate students. The que
was also given as an interview task to advanced undergr
ates and physics graduate students. In most cases, the
tion was posed after lecture instruction on the relativity
simultaneity. As can be seen from the table, prior instruct
had little effect on student performance.26

In every student group, fewer than 25% of the stude
gave a correct response~ignoring reasoning!. Of those who
gave the correct order, most used complete reasoning. On
few used incomplete reasoning similar to that in the prelim
nary investigation~e.g., ‘‘Hood erupts first since the spac
craft is flying towards Hood’’!.

The majority of students in every student group answe
incorrectly. Analysis of student responses revealed two
lated modes of incorrect reasoning.

1. Tendency to associate the time of an event with the
time at which an observer receives a signal from
the event

Despite having been told explicitly that the events of
terest are Event 1~Mt. Rainier erupts! and Event 2~Mt.
Hood erupts!, many students attributed the time of ea
eruption to the time at which a given observerseesthe erup-
tion. Both the advanced students in the interviews and
introductory students on the written problems made this
ror. The following statements are typical.

‘‘The spacecraft is near Rainier, so he gets the
signal about the same time Rainier erupts. So the

Fig. 2. Location-specificversion of theSpacecraftquestion.
S28001 Scherr, Shaffer, and Vokos
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Table I. Results from the third~location-specific! version of theSpacecraftquestion. Students are told the eruptions are simultaneous for one observer a
given the location of an observer in a second frame moving relative to the first. They are asked for the order of the eruptions in the frame of t
observer.~Percentages have been rounded to the nearest 5%.!

Written question Interview task

Non-physics
students

Introductory students
~Honors calculus-based physics! Advanced undergraduates

Before
instructionb

(N523)
%
~N!

After
instruction
(N516)

%
~N!

Before
instruction
(N567)

%
~N!

After
instruction
(N573)

%
~N!

Before
instruction
(N520)

%
~N!

After
instructionc

(N593)
%
~N!

Advanced undergraduate
and graduate students

(N511)
%
~N!

Correct answers~Hood erupts first!
with correct reasoning
or incomplete reasoninga

15%
~3!

15%
~2!

5%
~3!

10%
~8!

15%
~3!

25%
~24!

25%
~3!

Simultaneous eruptions
~reasoning consistent with being
based on absolute simultaneity!

45%
~10!

30%
~5!

20%
~12!

5%
~5!

25%
~5!

20%
~19!

0
~0!

Rainier erupts first
~reasoning consistent with being
based on the times at which signals
are received by the observer!

35%
~8!

45%
~7!

70%
~46!

75%
~55!

45%
~9!

40%
~39!

55%
~6!

Other
~e.g., student stated not enough
information given!

10%
~2!

15%
~2!

10%
~6!

5%
~5!

15%
~3!

10%
~11!

20%
~2!

aSome students gave a correct answer with reasoning that was incomplete, but not incorrect. Although it was not possible to tell whether they werect in
their reasoning, in this article the responses are treated as correct.

bThese students had received research-based instruction on reference frames in Galilean relativity in which they had developed a definition for theme of an
event. We have evidence that this special instruction may have been responsible for the low percentage of students answering that Rainier erup. The
students had had no instruction in special relativity.

cOne of the five classes of advanced undergraduates who were given the location-specific version of theSpacecraftquestion had previously been given
variant of the question as a pretest. The results were comparable to the other four classes.
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spacecraft pilot would say Rainier erupts before
Hood.’’ ~graduate student!

‘‘Mt. Rainier erupts first because the light from
Mt. Hood takes time to reach the spaceship.’’
~introductory student!

2. Tendency to regard the observer as dependent only o
his or her personal sensory experiences

The failure to distinguish between the time of an event a
the time at which an observer sees that event occurring
not seem to be a superficial error but seemed to have d
roots. Many students failed to recognize that an observe
not isolated but has access to information provided by o
observers in his or her frame.

‘‘For example if he looks at@the volcano, it#
looks peaceful. There is nothing going on. So he
would say it hasn’t erupted. I would say, to state
that something happened you have to have any
evidence, and he hasn’t got any evidence that
something happened. So it hasn’t happened.’’
~graduate student!

3. Commentary

The third, location-specific version of theSpacecraftques-
tion provided insights into student thinking about simultan
ity that the first two versions had not. The responses to
written questions and interviews show that many stude
very strongly associate the time of an event with the time
which an observer receives a signal from the event. Whe
S29 Phys. Educ. Res., Am. J. Phys. Suppl., Vol. 69, No. 7, July 2
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or not distant events are simultaneous is, therefore, judge
many students only on the basis of the time order of
received signals. The difficulties seem to be intimately t
to their ideas of reference frames.

The tendency of students to interpret simultaneity in ter
of signal reception had, thus far, prevented us from determ
ing whether or not the student recognized that the eve
themselves are not simultaneous in all frames. We thou
however, that the failure to use the emission events migh
easy to correct with upper-level undergraduate students
graduate students. We wondered whether students would
ply the relativity of simultaneity properly if, during inter
views, it was pointed out to them that the reception eve
are not the ones to consider.

B. Belief that simultaneity is absolute

As described earlier, we found that many students fai
apply spontaneously the idea of relativity of simultaneity
ter instruction. On the other hand, we also found that ma
students appear to believe in a type of relativity of simul
neity that we would term excessive. Students often claim t
observers at different locations determine different time
derings for events based on the reception of signals from
events. We now present evidence that these apparently
tradictory beliefs~that simultaneity is absolute, and that s
multaneity is ‘‘excessively’’ relative! often coexist harmoni-
ously. Our results suggest that many students believe
simultaneity is relativeonly in the limited sense that signal
from events arrive at different observers at different times
and that, fundamentally, simultaneity is absolute.
S29001 Scherr, Shaffer, and Vokos
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Spacecraft question: Explicit version.We wanted to en-
sure that students were not hindered by semantic misin
pretations of technical terms such as ‘‘intelligent observe
and ‘‘reference frame.’’ In an effort to remove possible a
biguity from the task and to probe even more explicitly th
before, we designed a fourth version of theSpacecraftques-
tion. We refer to it as theexplicit version because it make
explicit the correction for signal travel time employed b
intelligent observers.~See Fig. 3.!

We initially administered the question as an interview ta
so that we could carefully observe and correct, as neces
the way in which students interpreted the question.
probed both qualitative and quantitative reasoning. The
terviews were conducted with two advanced undergradu
and five graduate students. The question was subsequ
given to 23 graduate students as part of a written qualify
examination for doctoral candidacy.

In theexplicit version of theSpacecraftquestion, students
are told that ‘‘observers are intelligent observers, i.e., th
correct for signal travel time in order to determine the tim
of events in their reference frame. Each observer has clo
that are synchronized with those of all other observers in
or her reference frame.’’ In the course of the interview, s
dents were reminded repeatedly to consider all observer
making corrections for signal travel time. When stude
used technical terms such as ‘‘reference frame,’’ the in
viewer probed their understanding of the term. If a studen
interpretation differed from the conventional interpretatio
the interviewer attempted to correct the student, and as
the student to reconsider his or her response in light of
accepted interpretation.

The results from the interviews and the written docto
examination were similar. In the interviews, a correct answ
was given by one of the two advanced undergraduates,
two of the five graduate students. On the written question
of the 23 graduate students~30%! answered correctly. The
quotes given in the discussion below are from the intervie
since the interview format allowed us to probe student r
soning in greater detail than is possible in a written quest

Fig. 3. Explicit version of theSpacecraftquestion.
S30 Phys. Educ. Res., Am. J. Phys. Suppl., Vol. 69, No. 7, July 2
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1. Tendency to regard the relativity of simultaneity as an
artifact of signal travel time

During the interview, many students seemed to re
thinking about simultaneity in terms of emission, rather th
reception, of the signals. As the interviews progressed,
realized that part of the difficulty was that they believ
strongly that, in every reference frame, the two events
curred at the same instant. Many seemed to treat the no
multaneity of the reception of the signals as a way of rec
ciling this belief with what they thought they had learne
about the relativity of simultaneity.

Four of the seven advanced undergraduate and grad
students who responded to the explicitSpacecraftquestion
clearly articulated the idea that the order of events in
spacecraft frame is determined by the order in which
signals from the events arrive at the spacecraft.~About 60%
of the graduate students did so on the qualifying exami
tion.! Their explanations were similar to those quoted pre
ously in response to the other versions of theSpacecraft
question. When reminded to consider the spacecraft obse
as making corrections for the signal travel time, all of the
interview subjects claimed that after making such corr
tions, the intelligent observer in the spacecraft would de
mine the eruptions to have been simultaneous.

‘‘Using her correction, assuming she’s intelli-
gent...I mean if she measured the effect relativ-
istically, she would measure them happening at
the same time if she subtracted the time she cal-
culated.’’ ~graduate student!

‘‘If we are in relative motion we will measure
different distances and so on but if we are all
intelligent observers we will all figure out that
the events were simultaneous in our rods-and-
clocks reference frame.’’~graduate student!

An advanced undergraduate reached a similar conclusion
ter some clarification:

I: Can you tell which order the eruptions occur
in, in the spacecraft frame? Considered sepa-
rately from the time of the light hit@ting# the
spacecraft.

S: I’m not really sure how to do that. It would
seem to me that just logically, it doesn’t matter,
it would still go Rainier, Hood.

I: You’re speculating, if I can paraphrase you,
that after the spacecraft@observer# made correc-
tions for the fact that it took the Hood signal
some time to get to him, after he made those
corrections he would wind up concluding that
Rainier went first?

S: If he did everything right then he would have
appropriately come up with the amount of time
the signal would have traveled, the distance be-
tween the two mountains would probably also
have been different to him, and so he’d have to
account for that too, but once he made all of
those accounting things then he would have to
say that yes, they went up at the same time.

I: Oh, at the same time. I thought you said
Rainier went first.
S30001 Scherr, Shaffer, and Vokos
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S: No, no, no, he would see Rainier go up first,
but he would eventually after doing all of the
math would agree with@two observers at rest on
the ground#, that they went up at the same time.
~advanced undergraduate student!

These students appeared to believe that events sim
neous in the ground frame would be simultaneous accord
to an observer in any reference frame who made approp
corrections for signal travel time. In the following example
graduate student compared the spacecraft observer to a
server on the ground under the spacecraft, at Mt. Rainie

‘‘There is no real difference between the space-
craft and the@observer on the ground under the
spacecraft#. Because I said the signals reach@that
observer# at different times, but he can determine
at which times the signals were emitted. ...So I
can do the same thing on the spacecraft: I might
see the signals at different times but I can figure
out that they happened at the same time.’’
~graduate student!

Such responses indicated students’ belief that simultan
is absolute. Yet students, in their discussion of relativis
effects, appeared to have heard of the idea of the relativit
simultaneity. How could these incompatible ideas coexis
openly? The resolution to this apparent contradiction ca
from in-depth probing.

S: There are really two separate kinds of refer-
ence frames. There is the kind of reference
frames with all those rods and clocks extending
to infinity, like in @the textbook#. But in practice,
nothing happens except right where you are. So
really, your reference frame is something you
carry around with you...

I: There is this thing about simultaneity being
relative, about events that are simultaneous in
my reference frame not necessarily being simul-
taneous in another reference frame. Which kind
of reference frame does that refer to?

S: Relativity of simultaneity is this local thing.
It’s not the rods and clocks thing, because if we
are intelligent, we correct for that. It’s this thing
that if I see them at different times, they occurred
at different times in my reference frame.~gradu-
ate student!

Responses such as these seemed to indicate that the
that simultaneity is absolute is deeply held.27 Any appear-
anceto the contrary is only that—a visual appearance due
differences in the reception of signals from the events. T
belief was typical among students who asserted that the o
of events in the spacecraft frame is the order in which sign
arrive at the spacecraft.

I: This thing about events that are simultaneous
in one reference frame not being simultaneous in
another reference frame? Do you have a sense of
where that comes from?

S: Light has a finite speed, so it’s going to take
some time for the information to travel from
point A to point B wherever the observer is. This
is a pretty good example actually. One observer
is right between the mountains and he sees them
at the same time, the other observer is not and so
S31 Phys. Educ. Res., Am. J. Phys. Suppl., Vol. 69, No. 7, July 2
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he sees them at different times.~graduate stu-
dent!

2. Tendency to regard the Lorentz transformation for tim
as correcting for signal travel time

In deriving the relativity of simultaneity, many instructor
invoke the Lorentz transformation for time. We found th
conceptual difficulties with reference frames and the time
an event can prevent students from interpreting appropria
the terms in the Lorentz transformations. In particular, ma
students appeared to believe that the Lorentz transformat
constitute a correction for signal travel time:

S: In the reference frame of the spacecraft, does
Event 1 occur before, after, or at the same time
as Event 2? ... Before. Even though the space-
craft is traveling very fast, I would say that it’s
right next to Mt. Rainier so it’s going to see Mt.
Rainier go off, and even though it’s traveling to-
wards Mt. Hood and the light from Mt. Hood is
traveling towards it, it will still take some
amount of time for the information of Mt. Hood
exploding to reach it.

I: Okay, so it’ll see Mt. Rainier first. In the
spacecraft’s reference frame, after he makes any
corrections for signal travel time that might be
appropriate—

S: Are we including Lorentz transformations in
that?~advanced undergraduate student!

The ‘‘desynchronization term’’ in the Lorentz transform
tion for time (2vdx/c2) presented particular difficulty for
students.28 Several cited that term in support of the idea th
the time of an event is influenced by the position of an o
server relative to the event:

‘‘ @This term# is the correction for the travel time
of the light. The time I have to wait in my frame
to seeone event and then the next one.’’~gradu-
ate student!

The student above went on to express his confusion ab
the fact that the term isproportional to the speed of the
spacecraft. He thought it should be inversely proportio
since the travel time for the signal from Hood is reduced
the speed of the spacecraft in the ground frame is increa

3. Tendency to treat simultaneity as independent of
relative motion

Some students stated explicitly that the relativity of sim
taneity is not directly related to relative motion. Even grad
ate students expressed this idea. As in the preliminary inv
tigation, some students appeared to believe that rela
motion does play a role in the timing of events in the spa
craft frame—but only to the extent that it influences the
ception of signals by the spacecraft.

4. Commentary

We have found that students often incorporate the rela
ity of simultaneity into their own conceptual framework in
way that allows them to continue to believe in absolute
multaneity. They do so by treating the time of an event as
instant at which that event isseento occur by an observe
and attributing the relativity of simultaneity to signal trav
S31001 Scherr, Shaffer, and Vokos
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time. Such incorrect beliefs can insulate students from g
ing an understanding of the relativity of simultaneity as
consequence of the invariance of the speed of light. Inst
tors and textbooks often admonish students to distingu
between the corrections of a finite signal travel time and
inevitability of the relativity of simultaneity.29 Apparently,
such admonitions are insufficient.

C. Belief that every observer constitutes a distinct
reference frame

The Spacecraftquestion discussed thus far had origina
been designed to probe student understanding of simult
ity. The results suggested, however, that we needed to in
tigate more deeply their understanding of reference fram
We therefore developed other questions to probe studen
liefs about simultaneity, reference frames, and the role
observers. Results from two of these, theExplosionsques-
tion and theSeismologistquestion, are described below.

Explosions question.In the Explosionsquestion, students
are given the time interval between two nonsimultane
events in one frame and asked whether there is a se
frame in which the events are simultaneous. As in the fi
two versions of theSpacecraftquestion, no mention is mad
of a specific observer in the second frame. However, stud
often raised the issue of observer location spontaneousl

The question has been given in written form to introdu
tory students in sophomore modern physics courses an
students in a junior-level course on electricity and mag
tism. In both cases, the question was administered on
examination after instruction in special relativity. We ha
also asked theExplosionsquestion during interviews with 5
advanced undergraduate and 12 graduate students.

The percentage of correct responses on the written q
tion was 40%. In the interviews, 3 of the 5 undergradua
and 7 of the 12 graduate students answered correctly. M
students attempted to solve the questions mathematically
it was often difficult to characterize their errors. Howev
the responses of students at all levels often reflected the
lowing difficulty.

1. Tendency to treat observers at the same location as
being in the same reference frame, independent
of relative motion

The following student correctly determined the relati
speed of the frame in which the two explosions are simu
neous.@The student uses the rule developed in class
clocks in moving frames that follow~or ‘‘chase’’! other
clocks read earlier times.# However, the student places a
additional constraint on the solution by specifying a locat
for the observer such that the observer would see the ex
sions simultaneously.

‘‘If we travel at a speed in which@one# side is the
chasing side, it will be ahead by a certain time.
Now if we set it to becdt51200 m ahead,and
we stand where the engineer is standing, we’ll
see the explosions at the same time. So, you must
be traveling at 0.4c, and must be at the point
where the engineer is standing.’’~introductory
student—italics added for emphasis!

The student seems to believe that the explosions are si
taneous only for one observer in the ‘‘moving’’ frame~the
observer who sees them simultaneously!. Another introduc-
tory student answered similarly.
S32 Phys. Educ. Res., Am. J. Phys. Suppl., Vol. 69, No. 7, July 2
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‘‘There is no ‘frame’ that you will always see
them @the two explosions# at the same instant,
but there is a position. We can be@a certain num-
ber of# meters from the right@end# and see them
at the same time.’’~introductory student!

The student seems to have interpreted the question
there a frame in which the events are simultaneous?’’
mean ‘‘Is there an observer who sees the events at the s
time?’’ This student apparently believes that a set of obse
ers at rest relative to one another would not agree that
explosions are simultaneous since such observers would
all receive light from the two explosions at the same insta
The student was unable to apply the idea of a refere
frame as a system for measuring the time of events.

Seismologist question.In the Seismologistquestion, stu-
dents are asked about the relative ordering of two events
a seismologist and an assistant at rest relative to one ano
The question was designed to probe whether students w
incorrectly treat simultaneity as relative, even for two o
servers in the same reference frame.

The question has been administered to introductory
advanced students both as an examination question and
ungraded written question. It has also been given during
terviews to advanced undergraduates and graduate stud
Relatively few students at any level answered correctly ab
the time order of events in the frame of the assistant. O
between 15% and 40% of the students answered correctl
the written questions. As shown in Table II, even advanc
students had difficulty answering this question correc
Many of the errors indicated the following tendency.

2. Tendency to treat observers at rest relative to one
another (but at different locations) as being in separate
reference frames

Essentially all of the students who answered theSeismolo-
gist question incorrectly stated that Mt. Rainier erupts first
the frame of the assistant. Some were explicit about th
interpretation of the term ‘‘reference frame.’’

‘‘Assuming the assistant is his reference frame,
Rainier will erupt first because he will see its
light first, and until he sees its light, effectively it
hasn’t erupted yet.’’~introductory student!

‘‘Reference frames, they’re dependent on posi-
tion, so that’s why@the seismologist# and @the
assistant# measure two different things. I think of
them being in different reference frames simply
because some people would say ‘Well, if they’re
in the same reference frame everything should
happen the same.’ And it doesn’t happen the
same, because they measure two different times.
That’s why I am tempted to say although they’re
both at rest with respect to each other, they’re in
different reference frames.’’~graduate student!

‘‘... ‘in the reference frame of the assistant’
means you’re sitting there and waiting for events
to happen, and you record them when you see
them, and that’s when you mark them down so
that’s when they happen.’’~graduate student!

In the view of the student above, ‘‘the reference frame
the assistant’’ consists of a single observer~the assistant!.
Many students treated a reference frame as being local to
position of an observer.30
S32001 Scherr, Shaffer, and Vokos
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%.
Table II. Results from theSeismologistquestion. Students are told the eruptions are simultaneous for one observer and are given the location of an
at rest relative to the first. They are asked for the order of eruptions in the frame of the second observer.~Percentages have been rounded to the nearest 5!

Written question Interview task

Non-physics
students

Introductory students
~Honors calculus-based physics! Advanced undergraduates

During
instruction
(N540)

%
~N!

After
instruction
(N526)

%
~N!

Before
instruction
(N588)

%
~N!

After
instruction
(N579)

%
~N!

Before
instruction
(N548)

%
~N!

After
instruction
(N563)

%
~N!

Advanced
undergraduates and
graduate students

(N517)
%
~N!

Correct answers
~simultaneous eruptions!
regardless of reasoning

15%
~6!

10%
~3!

20%
~19!

30%
~25!

40%
~20!

40%
~24!

60%
~10!

Rainier erupts first 65%
~25!

75%
~20!

65%
~57!

60%
~49!

55%
~26!

50%
~33!

40%
~7!

Other
~e.g., Hood erupts first, student
stated not enough information given!

25%
~9!

10%
~3!

15%
~12!

5%
~5!

5%
~2!

10%
~6!

0
~0!
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In one version of theSeismologistquestion, students ar
asked explicitly about both~1! the order in which the light
signals from the eruptions reach the assistant and~2! the
order of the eruption events in the reference frame of
assistant. In their responses, some students stated exp
that the questions were identical.

‘‘If by his reference frame, you mean, ‘When did
he see it?’ it would be before.’’~introductory stu-
dent!

Despite the fact that both observers are in the same fra
some students referred explicitly to the relativity of simul
neity or to the lack of synchronization of clocks.

‘‘Mt. Rainier erupts first in the assistant’s frame
according to the relativity of simultaneity.’’~in-
troductory student!

‘‘According to the assistant Mt. Rainier erupted
first because the two clocks~eruptions! are un-
synchronized according to him and the light from
Rainier is closer.’’~advanced undergraduate stu-
dent!

The belief that each observer constitutes a separate refer
frame was common and seems to be quite strongly held.
dialogue below provides an example.

S: The assistant is at Mt. Rainier, and Mt.
Rainier erupts, and Mt. Hood erupts at the same
time. But he can’t see it the same time, because
if you look at this mountain you always see in
the past.

I: So if he made measurements of@times and
distances#, and he knew the speed of the signal
and so on, what would he conclude about the
eruption times? ...

S: For the assistant Mt. Rainier would erupt be-
fore Mt. Hood. This is what I would say.

I: In the assistant’s reference frame Rainier
would erupt first?

S: Yeah, definitely.
S33 Phys. Educ. Res., Am. J. Phys. Suppl., Vol. 69, No. 7, July 2
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I: And what if the assistant made measurements,
and had assistants of his own, whatever measure-
ments he needed to make to reach a conclusion
about the timing of the eruptions? After all those
measurements, the assistant would say, ‘‘In my
reference frame, Mt. Rainier erupted first’’?

S: Yes.~graduate student!

Unlike some of the introductory students, nearly all of t
advanced students distinguished clearly between emis
events~the eruptions! and reception events~the arrival of the
light from an eruption at a particular observer!. They also
recognized that the travel time of light is relevant. Howev
nearly all of these students indicated a belief that such c
rections were not appropriate for observers to make in
tempting to determine the time of an event in their referen
frames. During the interviews, many expressed the view
‘‘reference frame’’ describes what an observer perceives
particular location. One student went so far as to express
belief that the time ordering of events in an observer’s fra
depends on which signals that observer is able to detect

‘‘Within normal human ability to comprehend
time, I would say that the eruptions are going to
be at the same time. But if he’s blind, he’s going
to hear Rainier for sure go off before Hood. And
so he’s going to say that Rainier went off before
Hood because it’s going to take much longer for
the sound from Hood to get there.’’~graduate
student!

The student quoted above was also asked to sketch
tures of the explosions as they happen in the seismolog
reference frame. She responded, ‘‘Which seismologist?
one at the base of the mountain, or the one in the middle
At the interviewer’s cautious response of ‘‘Both,’’ sh
sketched two sets of pictures—one for the seismologist in
middle, and one for the assistant at Mt. Rainier.~See Fig. 4.!
She explicitly indicated that the eruptions were simultane
according to one observer but not the other.
S33001 Scherr, Shaffer, and Vokos
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Some students argued that observers at rest disagree o
time of an event even when the signal from that event
plicitly contains the time of that event. The following ex
change is illustrative.

I: Let’s say ... you are in the middle, with your
fancy Rolex @watch#, and I’m at Mt. Rainier,
with my fancy Rolex. And you determine that at
exactly noon, you took your vitamins. And sup-
pose I wanted to figure out what time you took
your vitamins.

S: If you’re looking at me through a telescope
you will look at my clock and it will say 12, but
you will look at your clock and it will say 12
plus Dt.

I: So in my reference frame, did you take your
vitamins at 12? Or at 12 plusDt?

S: Twelve plusDt. ~advanced undergraduate stu-
dent!

Commentary:When students remarked that the assist
can only know what happens at his own location, they w
indicating that they had not understood the basic concep
a reference frame. They had not recognized that intellig
observers at rest with respect to one another can comm
cate about the spacetime coordinates of events at each
tion. Instead, these students seemed to think that each
server is restricted to the information that he or she
obtain directly.

VII. CONCLUSION

This investigation has identified widespread difficulti
that students have with the definition of the time of an ev
and the role of intelligent observers. After instruction, mo
than two-thirds of physics undergraduates and one-third
graduate students in physics are unable to apply the cons
of a reference frame in determining whether or not t
events are simultaneous. Many students interpret the ph
‘‘relativity of simultaneity’’ as implying that the simultaneity
of events is determined by an observer on the basis of
receptionof light signals. They often attribute the relativit
of simultaneity to the difference in signal travel time f
different observers. In this way, they reconcile statement
the relativity of simultaneity with a belief in absolute simu
taneity and fail to confront the startling ideas of special re
tivity.

Fig. 4. Student response to theSeismologistquestion. The student has ind
cated that the eruptions are simultaneous in the reference frame of the
mologist ~in the middle!, but that in the reference frame of the assistant~at
Mt. Rainier!, Mt. Rainier erupts first.
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Experienced instructors know that students often h
trouble relating measurements made by observers in diffe
reference frames. It is not surprising that students, eve
advanced levels, do not fully understand the implications
the invariance of the speed of light. What is surprising is t
most students apparently fail to recognize even the basic
sues that are being addressed. Students at all levels
significant difficulties with the ideas that form the found
tions of the concept of a reference frame. In particular, ma
students do not think of a reference frame as a system
observers that determine the same time for any given ev
Such difficulties appear to impede not only their understa
ing of the relativity of simultaneity, but also their ability t
apply correctly the Lorentz transformations.

Special relativity offers instructors an opportunity to cha
nel student interest in modern physics into a challenging
tellectual experience. For most people, the implications
special relativity are in strong conflict with their intuition
For students to recognize the conflict and appreciate its r
lution, they need to have a functional understanding of so
very basic concepts. Formulating an appropriate meas
ment procedure for the time of an event involves recogniz
the inherently local nature of measurement, applying a w
defined measurement procedure in a given reference fra
and understanding the relationship between measurem
made by different observers. These ideas are crucial in c
texts ranging from the rolling of a steel ball on a level tra
to the motion of objects in the vicinity of massive stars. Th
investigation documents prevalent modes of reasoning w
these fundamental concepts as a first step toward ma
special relativity meaningful to students.
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